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§ Black gold, Black swan: Is negative the new normal? (p.3)
§ Oil v-shape recovery pressured into $36-41 (p.4)
§ Spike in oil ETF demand warrants caution (p.5)
§ NOK-energy correlation opportunities (p.6)
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Black gold’s black swan price spike into negative territory, in late
April, has potentially triggered a new normal regime over the next 3-6
months, with a significantly lower equilibrium level around the
$10 handle.

It marks yet another shockwave from the global pandemic VUCA
(volatility, uncertainty, complexity & ambiguity) environment, coupled
with legacy oil supply imbalances that continue to weigh.
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Fig 1. Oil long-term new normal. Source: RW Market Advisory, Optuma.

• Trend regression bands spanning over a decade from the 2008 super cycle peak level of $147.27, previously exhibited a
historical mean of $50, tracking volatile price swings of +/- 1STD. These statistical bands now project a new range between
$10 and the sub-zero depths of -$30. While negative pressure remains, the latest spike low at -$40.32 is likely to hold strong
for the foreseeable future, with small, but probable risk of a w-shape bottom retest.

• Meantime, the upside strategic level of $10 will continue to be important, serving as the historic 1998 low, part of a wave IV
structure of a prior impulsive cycle pattern. Further long-term resistance can also be found at $20 and $30, based on statistical
probability distribution measures.

Black gold, black swan: Is negative the new normal?
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Fig 2. Oil short-term chart. Source: RW Market Advisory, Optuma

• Over the short-term horizon, Oil’s v-shape recovery is still pressured under an overhead price gap between $36-41 and by a silent
contagion contango, with futures contract deliveries across the next 4 months (June-September), favouring sub $10, with a
risk back under the zero mark, into negative territory. Immediate technical price support holds at $29.50 and $25.00 (Dow theory
structural level & 61.8% golden ratio). Only a sustained confirmation below the latter point would renew Oil’s downside vulnerability.

• One of the popular methods to participate in the Wild West of the Crude oil market is via futures based synthetic products. ETFs
and ETNs make the speculative access to the derivatives markets convenient for retail investors. However, the latest demand spike
in Oil’s exchange traded products warrants extreme caution, following the unprecedented wave of speculative “hot money”
attempting to catch the proverbial falling knife.

Oil v-shape recovery pressured into $36-41
& silent contagion contango into sub $10
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Fig 3. Oil ETFs. Source: RW Market Advisory, Optuma.

• Figure 3 highlights a composite basket of 24 crude oil funds and United States Oil (USO) fund breaking multi-year ceilings, with the
latter ETP giving rise to 137% of new Robinhood trading accounts, between February to the end of April, fuelled by a staggering
$1.6 billon in inflows in just one week!

• Latest data shows that retail traders have dumped -30% of their pain trade in just a few days. This happened just as the price of
USO rose from just under $17 post-split to its peak of over $19 and proves again how dangerous both the markets and investor
behaviour can be. Not unlike the XIV debacle of early 2018, could this portend the implosion of derivatives based oil ETFs?
Perhaps much worse, a perfect storm is likely brewing ahead, once oil producers take the other side of futures bought by USO and
other ETPs.

Spike in oil ETF demand warrants caution as
retail pain trade attempt to catch falling knife
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Fig 4. NOK & Oil correlation. Source: RW Market Advisory, Optuma.

• What happens when a historically unprecedented % of shorts stand for physical delivery? Even with a financial bailout,
risks will likely remain for both the industry and technical likelihood of a new normal regime, which currently signals a return back
under zero, into negative territory and a potential W-shape bottom.

• NOK-energy correlation offers more safer and lucrative trade opportunities. Key technical retracement levels can be found at
9.8330 (66%), a break of which will extend momentum into 9.3980-9.4650. NOKGBP & NOKSEK continue to lead the recovery.

NOK-energy correlation trade opportunities
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No information published constitutes a solicitation, or offer, or
recommendation, or advice, to buy or sell any investment instrument, to
effect any transactions, or to conclude any legal act of any kind whatsoever.

The information published and opinions expressed are provided by RW
Advisory (RWA) for personal use and for informational purposes only and
are subject to change without notice.

RW Advisory (RWA) makes no representations (either expressed or implied)
that the information and opinions expressed are accurate, complete or up to
date.

In particular, nothing contained constitutes financial, legal, tax or other
advice, nor should any investment or any other decisions be made solely
based on the content.

All opinion is based upon sources that RW Advisory (RWA) believes to be
reliable but they have no guarantees that this is the case. Therefore, whilst
every effort is made to ensure that the content is accurate and complete,
RW Advisory (RWA) makes no such claim.

Limitation of liability

RW Advisory (RWA) disclaims, without limitation for any
loss or damage of any kind, including any direct or
consequential damages.

Copyright

All material produced is copyright protected by RW
Advisory (RWA) and may not be copied, e-mailed, faxed or
distributed without the express permission of RW Advisory
(RWA).
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